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Next® Digital Workplace Add-in

Automating our handling of encrypted emails
eliminates lots of tedious work. Worth every cent.

secure email 
automation

Process your secure emails without any hassle. Save 
time and stay compliant with this add-in to Next®.

Whenever you exchange personal information in emails you must do so using secure 
— or more precisely — encrypted emails. If not, then you are in breach of GDPR — the 
regulation to protect individuals’ privacy. 

When encrypted emails arrive in your organization, you will need to decrypt them 
before you can process them further. If you receive only a handful a day, and always by 
the same people, you may handle this manually. If secure emails are becoming an inte-
grated part of your business — as it is at insurance companies — you need automation 
to stay effi cient — and compliant.

Next® secure email automation lets you manage the necessary certifi cates easily and 
completely secure. It automatically decrypts any incoming emails, and stores both the 
encrypted email and the decrypted email for future reference.
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A copy to work with, and one for proof

Next® automatically keeps two copies of all secure emails. One encrypted to prove
exactly what you received, and another decrypted ready to work with. No manual 
work required whatsoever.

   

     

Manage your certifi cates easily

Especially if you use multiple certifi cates to secure your emails — maybe one per
department — you will appreciate that Next® lets you manage these in the most easy 
way.   

Keep your certifi cates safe

The certifi cates you use to decrypt your secure emails are highly confi dential business 
secrets. If you do not treat them as such, you do not fulfi ll the requirements in the 
GDPR. In Next® all certifi cates are stored encrypted and protected by the built-in
security. This also means Next® keeps track on who does what with each of your
certifi cates.

Every secure email is kept in two copies.
100% automatically.

Past, current, and future certifi cates are 
managed easily in Next® without

requiring a degree in Computer Science.

Next® logs everything that happens to 
any of your certifi cates. 

   

     


